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Row   Article link Country 

1 Investigating the challenges and factors 

influencing the use of the learning management 

system during the COVID-19 pandemic in 

Afghanistan  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33841030  Afghanistan 

2 Time till viral clearance of severe acute 

respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 is similar 

for asymptomatic and non-critically 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33842498  Bahrain 
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https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33841030
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33842498
http://www.emgen.net/
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symptomatic individuals  

 
3 Can ketone bodies inactivate coronavirus spike 

protein? the potential of biocidal agents against 

SARS-CoV-2  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33857328  Egypt 

4 Progress in research on the S protein as the 

target of COVID-19 vaccines  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33853488  Egypt 

5 Present and future treatment strategies for 

coronavirus disease 2019  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33850936  Egypt 

6 COVID-19 related knowledge and practice and 

barriers that hinder adherence to preventive 

measures among the Egyptian community. an 

epidemiological study in upper Egypt  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33849256  Egypt 

7 Neuropilin-1 may be responsible for retinal 

findings in patients with COVID-19  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33847870  Egypt 

8 COVID-19-associated pancreatic dysfunction 

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33843611  Egypt 

9 Analyzing the ultimate impact of COVID-19 in 

Africa  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33842205  Egypt 

10 The diagnostic and prognostic role of 

neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio in COVID-19: a 

systematic review and meta-analysis  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33840351  Egypt, Saudi Arabia 

11 The COVID-19 pandemic: prediction study 

based on machine learning models  

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33840016  Egypt, Saudi Arabia 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33857328
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33853488
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33850936
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33849256
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33847870
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33843611
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33842205
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33840351
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33840016
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12 Antiviral zinc oxide nanoparticles mediated by 

hesperidin and in silico comparison study 

between antiviral phenolics as anti-SARS-CoV-

2  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33838582  Egypt, Saudi Arabia 

13 Telepsychiatry versus face to face consultation 

in COVID-19 era from the patients' perspective  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33838435  Egypt 

14 A multi-task pipeline with specialized streams 

for classification and segmentation of infection 

manifestations in COVID-19 scans 

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33816954  Egypt 

15 A compartmental model that predicts the effect 

of social distancing and vaccination on 

controlling COVID-19  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33854079  Iran 

16 Is corona virus infection a risk factor for 

hematuria in secondary bladder amyloidosis? 

the first case report  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33850728  Iran 

17 Role of interferon therapy in severe COVID-19: 

the COVIFERON randomized controlled trial  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33850184  Iran 

18 Angiotensin II: a possible target for therapeutic 

intervention in COVID-19  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33848772  Iran 

19 Are individuals with orofacial pain more prone 

to psychological distress during the COVID-19 

pandemic?  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33847470  Iran 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33838582
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33838435
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33816954
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33854079
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33850728
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33850184
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33848772
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33847470
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20 COVID-19 presenting as acute necrotizing 

pancreatitis  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33847153  Iran 

21 Fusion of convolution neural network, support 

vector machine and Sobel filter for accurate 

detection of COVID-19 patients using X-ray 

images  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33846685  Iran 

22 The efficacy of N-acetylcysteine in severe 

COVID-19 patients: a structured summary of a 

study protocol for a randomized controlled trial  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33845881  Iran 

23 A systematic review of health sector responses 

to the coincidence of disasters and COVID-19  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33845802  Iran 

24 Antimicrobial peptides and other peptide-like 

therapeutics as promising candidates to combat 

SARS-CoV-2  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33844613  Iran 

25 Rhino-orbital mucormycosis during steroid 

therapy in COVID-19 patients: a case report  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33843287  Iran 

26 A scope of mobile health solutions in COVID-

19 pandemics  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33842688  Iran 

27 Influence of malaria endemicity and 

tuberculosis prevalence on COVID-19 mortality  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33852995  Iraq 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33847153
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33846685
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33845881
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33845802
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33844613
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33843287
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33842688
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33852995
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28 Post covid-19 invasive pulmonary Aspergillosis: 

a case report  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33842198  Iraq 

29 Time series modeling and simulating the 

lockdown scenarios of COVID-19 in Kurdistan 

region of Iraq  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33839712  Iraq 

30 Effect of nasal corticosteroid in the treatment of 

anosmia due to COVID-19: a randomized 

double-blind placebo-controlled study  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33839489  Iraq 

31 Coronavirus genomic nsp14-ExoN, structure, 

role, mechanism, and potential application as a 

drug target  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33837972  Iraq 

32 Walk the talk: the transforming journey of 

facility-based death review committee from 

stillbirths to neonates  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33855086  Jordan 

33 The psychological effects of physicians' 

communication skills on COVID-19 patients  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33854302  Jordan 

34 COVID-19 simulation study-the effect of strict 

non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) on 

controlling the spread of COVID-19  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33850666  Jordan 

35 The impact of COVID-19 pandemic on training 

and mental health of residents: a cross-sectional 

study  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33849518  Jordan 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33842198
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33839712
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33839489
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33837972
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33855086
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33854302
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33850666
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33849518
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36 The impact of confinement on older Jordanian 

adults' mental distress during the COVID-19 

pandemic: a web-based cross-sectional study  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33834502  Jordan 

37 Monitoring COVID-19 vaccine acceptance in 

Kuwait during the pandemic: results from a 

national serial study  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33854390  Kuwait 

38 Clinical characteristics and outcomes of 

COVID-19 patients with diabetes mellitus in 

Kuwait  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33842709  Kuwait 

39 Physiotherapists' perceptions of and willingness 

to use telerehabilitation in Kuwait during the 

COVID-19 pandemic  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33832473  Kuwait 

40 COVID-19 in the MENA region: facts and 

findings  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33839707  Lebanon 

41 Antibiotics in treatment of COVID-19 

complications: a review of frequency, 

indications, and efficacy  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33848886  Lebanon 

42 COVID-19 and suicide: a deadly association  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33835950  Lebanon 

43 Recent knowledge in favor of remdesivir (GS-

5734) as a therapeutic option for the COVID-19 

infections  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33857725  Morocco 

44 Child sexual abuse and COVID-19 pandemic: 

another side effect of lockdown in Morocco  

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33854686  Morocco 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33834502
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33854390
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33842709
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33832473
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33839707
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33848886
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33835950
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33857725
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33854686
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45 Platelet function in viral immunity and SARS-

CoV-2 infection  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33851385  Morocco 

46 Children with cystic fibrosis hospitalized with 

COVID-19: multicenter experience  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33856079  Oman 

47 Psychological resilience, coping behaviors, and 

social support among healthcare workers during 

the COVID-19 pandemic: a systematic review 

of quantitative studies  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33843087  Oman 

48 The crux of Pakistan's prolonged rabies vaccine 

shortage: a rising mortal threat in the COVID-

19 pandemic  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33851738  Pakistan 

49 COVID-19 vaccination hesitancy in patients 

with autoimmune diseases: a mystery that needs 

an immediate solution 

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33851730  Pakistan 

50 Emerging concerns regarding COVID-19; 

second wave and new variant  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33851434  Pakistan 

51 Can disseminated intravascular coagulation 

scores predict mortality in COVID-19 patients?  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33850513  Pakistan 

52 A therapeutic journey of potential drugs against 

COVID-19  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33845740  Pakistan 

53 Exploring the impact of the COVID-19 

pandemic on pediatric surgical services: a 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33845565  Pakistan 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33851385
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33856079
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33843087
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33851738
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33851730
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33851434
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33850513
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33845740
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33845565
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scoping review  

 
54 A new approach to q-linear Diophantine fuzzy 

emergency decision support system for COVID-

19  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33841585  Pakistan, Saudi 

Arabia 

55 An in silico approach to target RNA-dependent 

RNA polymerase of COVID-19 with naturally 

occurring phytochemicals  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33841038  Pakistan 

56 Prediction of COVID-19 confirmed cases in 

Indo-Pak sub-continent  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33839713  Pakistan 

57 Coronavirus pandemic: a major public health 

crisis for the developed and developing world  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33839711  Pakistan 

58 Psychological and coping strategies of home 

isolation and social distancing parameters in 

children and adolescents during COVID 19 

pandemic: a cross-sectional study  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33851577  Qatar 

59 Steps and challenges in creating and managing 

quarantine capacity during a global emergency - 

Qatar's experience  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33848889  Qatar 

60 Early prediction keys for COVID-19 cases 

progression: a meta-analysis  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33848885  Saudi Arabia 

61 Exploring the potential roles of some rodents in 

the transmission of the Middle East respiratory 

syndrome coronavirus  

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33851740  Saudi Arabia, Egypt 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33841585
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33841038
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33839713
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33839711
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33851577
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33848889
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33848885
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33851740
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62 Therapeutic plasma exchange in patients with 

life-threatening COVID-19: a randomized 

control clinical trial  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33838224  Saudi Arabia, 

Lebanon 

63 Managing multiple sclerosis in the COVID-19 

era: a review of the literature and consensus 

report from a panel of experts in Saudi Arabia  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33857897  Saudi Arabia 

64 Dual catastrophe of COVID-19: massive 

pulmonary embolism and stroke in a previously 

healthy young patient: a case report  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33857723  Saudi Arabia 

65 COVID-19 air travel restrictions and vaccine 

passports: an ongoing debate  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33857592  Saudi Arabia 

66 Clinical characteristics and outcome of COVID-

19 in patients with rheumatic diseases  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33856543  Saudi Arabia 

67 Impact of COVID-19 on urology practice in 

Saudi Arabia  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33854387  Saudi Arabia 

68 Multicenter randomized double-blinded 

placebo-controlled trial of favipiravir in adults 

with mild COVID-19  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33853806  Saudi Arabia 

69 Impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the 

social and educational aspects of Saudi 

university students' lives  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33852627  Saudi Arabia 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33838224
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33857897
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33857723
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33857592
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33856543
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33854387
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33853806
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33852627
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70 How do air pollution and meteorological 

parameters contribute to the spread of COVID-

19 in Saudi Arabia?  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33844142  Saudi Arabia, Tunisia 

71 Mental distress and psychological disorders 

related to COVID-19 mandatory lockdown  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33842416  Syria 

72 The incubation period during the pandemic of 

COVID-19: a systematic review and meta-

analysis  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33832511  Tunisia 

73 The estimations of the COVID-19 incubation 

period: a scoping reviews of the literature  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33848893  United Arab Emirates 

74 COVID-19-associated leukocytoclastic 

vasculitis leading to gangrene and amputation  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33842208  United Arab Emirates 

75 The influence of COVID-19 preventive 

measures on the air quality in Abu Dhabi 

(United Arab Emirates)  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33841587  United Arab Emirates 

76 Response to COVID-19 pandemic in the UAE: 

a public health perspective  

 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33828834  United Arab Emirates 

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33844142
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33842416
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33832511
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33848893
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33842208
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33841587
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33828834
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Note: You may click on each of the circles to get access to data. 

 

 

 

 

Websites to get Coronavirus 

updates/reports 

 

Genomic 

sequencing of 

SARS-CoV-2 

Bioinformatics 

Approach for 

COVID-19 

(Coronavirus) 

Disease Prevention 

Treatment and Drug 

Validation 

The Relevance of 

Bioinformatics 

Applications in the 

Discovery of Vaccine 

Candidates and 

Potential Drugs for 

COVID-19 Treatment 

https://www.who.int/publications/i/item/9789240018440
https://www.who.int/publications/i/item/9789240018440
https://www.who.int/publications/i/item/9789240018440
https://ejmo.org/pdf/Bioinformatics%20Approach%20for%20COVID19%20Coronavirus%20Disease%20Prevention%20Treatment%20and%20Drug%20Validation-97358.pdf
https://ejmo.org/pdf/Bioinformatics%20Approach%20for%20COVID19%20Coronavirus%20Disease%20Prevention%20Treatment%20and%20Drug%20Validation-97358.pdf
https://ejmo.org/pdf/Bioinformatics%20Approach%20for%20COVID19%20Coronavirus%20Disease%20Prevention%20Treatment%20and%20Drug%20Validation-97358.pdf
https://ejmo.org/pdf/Bioinformatics%20Approach%20for%20COVID19%20Coronavirus%20Disease%20Prevention%20Treatment%20and%20Drug%20Validation-97358.pdf
https://ejmo.org/pdf/Bioinformatics%20Approach%20for%20COVID19%20Coronavirus%20Disease%20Prevention%20Treatment%20and%20Drug%20Validation-97358.pdf
https://ejmo.org/pdf/Bioinformatics%20Approach%20for%20COVID19%20Coronavirus%20Disease%20Prevention%20Treatment%20and%20Drug%20Validation-97358.pdf
https://ejmo.org/pdf/Bioinformatics%20Approach%20for%20COVID19%20Coronavirus%20Disease%20Prevention%20Treatment%20and%20Drug%20Validation-97358.pdf
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/11779322211002168
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/11779322211002168
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/11779322211002168
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/11779322211002168
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/11779322211002168
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/11779322211002168
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/11779322211002168
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New Findings 

Reliable COVID-19 short-term forecasting 

    Researchers have developed a new model for making short-term projections of daily 

COVID-19 cases that is accurate, reliable and easily used by public health officials and other 

organizations. 

Those who had COVID-19 may only need one vaccine dose, study suggests 

    Those recovered from COVID-19 had a robust antibody response after the first mRNA vaccine 

dose, but little immune benefit after the second dose, according to new research. The findings 

suggest only a single vaccine dose may be needed to produce a sufficient antibody response. 

Those who did not have COVID-19 did not have a full immune response until after receiving 

their second vaccine, reinforcing the importance of the two recommended doses. 

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2021/04/210415170735.htm
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2021/04/210415141826.htm
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